Fractal Structure and Entropy Production within the Central Nervous System
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Abstract: Our goal is to explore the relationship between two traditionally unrelated concepts, fractal structure and entropy production, evaluating both within the central nervous system (CNS). Fractals are temporal or spatial structures with self-similarity across scales of measurement; whereas entropy production represents the necessary exportation of entropy to our environment that comes with metabolism and life. Fractals may be measured by their fractal dimension; and human entropy production may be estimated by oxygen and glucose metabolism. In this paper, we observe fractal structures ubiquitously present in the CNS, and explore a hypothetical and unexplored link between fractal structure and entropy production, as measured by oxygen and glucose metabolism. Rapid increase in both fractal structures and metabolism occur with childhood and adolescent growth, followed by slow decrease during aging. Concomitant increases and decreases in fractal structure and metabolism occur with cancer vs. Alzheimer’s and multiple sclerosis, respectively. In addition to fractals being related to entropy production, we hypothesize that the emergence of fractal structures spontaneously occurs because a fractal is more efficient at dissipating energy gradients, thus maximizing entropy production. Experimental evaluation and further understanding of limitations and necessary conditions are indicated to address broad scientific and clinical implications of this work.
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1. Introduction

The central nervous system (CNS) is arguably the most complex, remarkable, seemingly impenetrable, not to mention endearing and personal complex system in Nature. The emergent properties of the CNS such as consciousness, memory, coordinated movement, and homeostasis, are as remarkable as the self-organized manner in which they are formed during embryogenesis and childhood. Thus, the CNS is fertile ground to explore concepts regarding the origin of self-organized structure and function in complex systems.

Before we begin, we would like to emphasize that this is not an expert review of the CNS, nor of its associated illnesses. The articles cited in this paper represent a smattering of a much broader literature, developed by experts whom have dedicated their lives to the study of the CNS (or to the study of fractals or entropy). Indeed the ideas herein are presented humbly in particular to those scientists, to stimulate innovative ideas and research that leads to improved care. However, there is also a case to be made that the ideas presented not only apply to the CNS, but to other complex systems found in nature. Here we focus on the fractal structures and the consumption of high quality energy (and entropy production) within the CNS, a quintessentially complex system. Yet as both fractal structure and entropy production are ubiquitously present in complex systems demonstrating emergence, the hypothesized link between the two has broader reaching implications, indeed beyond biology. Regardless, it is hoped that the discussion is at the least thought provoking and enjoyable.

What is a fractal? We use the word fractal to indicate the presence of self-similarity and scale-invariance, namely that internal structures repeat themselves over multiple levels of magnification or scales of measurement. While fractals are formally defined as mathematical constructs, fractal-like structure is observed in countless domains in nature. This includes temporal fractals (e.g., earthquakes, solar flares, heart and respiratory rate variability) and spatial fractals (e.g., coastlines, mountain ranges, clouds, river deltas, vascular beds, neuronal networks), whom all demonstrate similar patterns of structure (i.e., self-similarity) across multiple orders of magnitude of time and space (i.e., scale-invariance) within the limits and conditions of the system. This scaling or fractal structure provides a more stable, more “error tolerant” structure [1]. As the same pattern of fluctuation or branching “runs through” a fractal, the whole structure may be characterized mathematically by a single number or dimension. Fractal temporal structure may be characterized by a straight-line plot of on a log-log graph of amplitude of variation vs. frequency of its occurrence, and the slope of the line is the fractal dimension. A fractal has a non-integer dimension; for example, a coastline is a fractal, and its length depends on the size of ruler used to measure it; the shorter, more precise a ruler you use to measure its length, the longer it is. The fractal dimension of a coastline is a non-integer, lying between 1 (straight line) and 2 (surface). The fractal dimension thus provides a measure of complexity of a spatial object, in that a larger fractal dimension indicates more irregularity over smaller length scales (i.e., magnification), and thus more complexity. In addition, methods have been developed to measure the fractal characteristics of time-series. For example, Detrended Fluctuation Analysis [2] Power Law analysis [3] and the Hurst exponent [4] provide...
quantitative measurement of the fractal properties of a time-series. Heart and respiratory rate variability, the tracheobronchial tree, non-coding DNA sequences, and gait all provide clinical examples of spatial or temporal structures with long-range fractal correlations [5–8]. Fractal temporal structures are not only present, they differ in illness states; for example, the Hurst exponent (or rather the spectrum of Hurst exponents if the time-series is multi-fractal) of a gait time-series can distinguish between young, elderly and patients with Parkinson’s, and correlate with severity with patients with Huntington’s Disease [4]. As we shall see, fractal structures are ubiquitously present in association with the CNS.

What is entropy? Entropy is quite possibly the most important poorly understood concept in physiology. Invoked by Rudolph Clausius (1822–1888) to help characterize and quantify the concept of quality of energy, or the ability for energy to do work (as not all energy is created equal) and then developed by Ludwig Boltzmann (1844–1906) and Willard Gibbs (1839–1903), who characterized entropy as a measure of disorder, related to the number of microstates that are accessible to a system. Claude Shannon (1916–2001) pioneered the mathematical field of information theory and invoked the word entropy to describe the informational content contained in a message. William Thompson (1824–1907), and more recently Atkins [9] and Lambert [10], have popularized the concept of entropy as the process of energy dispersal at a given average temperature (i.e., spreading out or elimination of energy gradients). While not immune from controversy, this approach appears to be complementary to other ways of describing entropy, and aids in teaching thermodynamics. With this approach, greater entropy (multiplied by temperature) is equal to greater energy dispersal, or greater spreading out of energy. This is distinct yet complimentary to other characterizations of entropy as greater disorder, more accessible microstates (i.e., microscopic configurations) for a given macrostate (i.e., system state), or as a measure of information. Entropy comes alive with the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Also having many formulations, the Second Law states that entropy change of a system and its surroundings is always positive. Relating to entropy as energy dispersal, “nature abhors a gradient” [11], or in other words, energy spontaneously will disperse if not hindered from doing so, thus producing entropy. This spontaneous entropy production is irreversible, creating a one-way arrow of time, indeed unique in physics.

Why focus on entropy production within the CNS? First, entropy production is essential for any biologic order. As highlighted by Edwin Schrödinger (1887–1961) in 1944 [12], given the Second Law, the only way life (i.e., the beautiful order we see around us in nature) may exist, is if it is accompanied by release of entropy to the environment; indeed the “disorder” or entropy released to the environment must be greater than the “order” (i.e., negative entropy) created internally for life to exist. The CNS is a quintessential complex system; it creates remarkable internal order, and thus must produce entropy in enormous quantities, which it does by consuming high quality energy releasing lower quality energy (through the process of oxygen metabolism and glycolysis). As all complex systems display emergence, our focus on entropy production enables a broader discussion that goes beyond the CNS. Last, our focus on entropy production is affected by our ability to measure it; studying entropy production of animals, humans and aquatic systems, Aoki notes that we cannot measure entropy content of living things, but we can study their entropy production [13]. Thus, entropy production is our focus.
Given this background, the aim of this paper is to explore and discuss the relationship between fractal structures and entropy production within the CNS. In Section 2, we explore spatial fractal structures that make up physical organization in the CNS, and evaluate changes in fractal network structure associated with aging and disease. In the third section, we briefly mention temporal fractals associated with the CNS and CNS illness (i.e., electroencephalography), but note that the literature in this domain is much broader and merits a wider review than is possible here. In Section 4, we explore entropy production as it pertains to the CNS. We highlight oxygen consumption and glucose uptake as two accessible measures of entropy production, and evaluate the change in these measures again in association with aging and illness. Following this review and analysis regarding fractal structures and metabolism in the CNS, we will seek to link these ideas in a discussion (Section 5), followed by brief conclusions (Section 6).

The link between fractal structure and entropy production is a continuance of a prior exploration of the physiologic dimensions of variability of biologic measures such as heart and respiratory rate [14]. Electroencephalography (EEG), the de facto multi-dimensional time-series associated with the CNS, has been extensively studied with respect to its scale invariant properties [15–17]. Heart rate variability (HRV) and respiratory rate variability (RRV), similarly demonstrate fractal properties, which are mutually independent of one another [18–20]. Indeed, the origin for these naturally occurring fractal time-series within biology, geology, climatology, we believe, are similarly related to the origin of naturally occurring fractal spatial structures everywhere in nature. We have previously hypothesized that biologic variability contains (at least) two dimensions, namely overall degree of variation, and its complex scale-invariant fractal-like properties. We believe that overall degree of variation reflects adaptability of the system, and postulate it is proportional to the ratio of the maximal work possible \( W_{\text{max}} \) divided by resting work output \( W_{\text{rest}} \), i.e., \( W_{\text{max}}/W_{\text{rest}} \). Second, we believe that the fractal structure of variability develops as a self-organizing event, spontaneously occurring to enable system level optimal and stable entropy production [14]. Focusing on this second hypothesis, for this discussion, we will focus on the fractal spatial properties and their potential relationship to entropy production, within the CNS.

2. CNS Fractal Spatial Structure

The CNS physical structure is characterized by fractal neuronal and vascular anatomy. As fractal structures demonstrate self-similarity in shape over a range of spatial scales, fractal measures provide an estimate of structural complexity. The concept of the mammalian brain as a fractal structure was presented by Hofman in 1991 who provided a strong case in favor of the fractal geometry of the human cortex based on the surface-to-volume relations [21]. Studies on the human cortex, external cortex surface and the interface between human white and grey matter confirm their fractal dimensions [22–25]. Fractal measures have been used as measures of complexity in dendritic arborization of spinal cord neurons [26] and in the characterization of the complexity of grey matter and white matter structures of the brain [27–29].

There are several methods for computing the fractal dimension of objects including caliper methods [30,31], box-counting algorithms [30,32], dilation methods [33], and spatial frequency analysis [25]; however, for structural analysis of the CNS, the most prevalent method appears to be box-counting algorithms used on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain. The traditional
box-counting method functions by repeatedly covering the fractal image with different-sized boxes and then evaluating the number of boxes needed to cover the fractal completely, resulting in a logarithmic function whose slope is the fractal dimension (FD) [30]. This 2D box-counting method was later modified including the implementation of HarFA software for fractal and harmonic analysis of 2D digitized images and modification of the box-counting mechanism, choice of box sizes and single slope analysis [34]. Based on the two dimensional (2D) box-counting method, a three-dimensional (3D) box-counting method was developed which incorporates a shape descriptor representing interior structure and combines interior structure with surface and general structure simultaneously providing a more comprehensive characterization of brain structures [28,29]. Because fractal objects in nature possess a limited range over which they exhibit fractal properties, fractal dimension is computed using data points on the linear portions of the box-count-box-size curve, where these data points demonstrate scale invariance.

Several studies have demonstrated that fractal measures are complementary to traditional measures of brain structure based on cortical thickness, grey matter volume [35] and voxel-based morphometry [36]. Furthermore, neuronal differentiation and synapse formation have been shown to occur in time and space with fractal dimension [37]. A more recent study has demonstrated a robust estimation of fractal measures for characterizing the structural complexity of the human brain including the pial surface, cortical ribbon volume, white matter volume and grey matter/white matter boundary [38]. What “added value” these techniques offer remains under investigation, usually in association with clinical problems.

2.1. Aging

Fractal studies on the development and aging of the human brain have shown increasing cortical complexity in early fetal life [39,40], and throughout childhood into adulthood [41] with decreasing complexity later in life [28,42,43]. In fact in 2001, Blanton and colleagues demonstrated that the complexity of the cortex folding characterized by fractal dimension increases with normal brain development over the first two decades of life in normal children [41]. In relation to cognitive changes and age, a study on the association of fractal dimension and white matter of the brain revealed that subjects with greater white matter complexity have greater than expected fluid abilities than predicted by their childhood intelligence and less cognitive decline between the ages of 11 and 68 years of age [44]. A study on the quantitative evaluation of age-related white matter microstructural changes on MRI multifractal analysis revealed a significant increase in both heterogeneity of the frontal lobes and executive dysfunction scores in healthy elderly subjects compared to young healthy subjects, suggesting that microstructural changes in the white matter preferentially occur in the frontal region with normal aging, and that these changes are associated with executive cognitive decline related to subcortical dysfunction [43].

2.2. Epilepsy

Epilepsy is a disorder characterized by paroxysmal brain dysfunction due to excessive neuronal discharge, and usually associated with some alteration of consciousness. Studies of interictal MRI scans by Cook and Free demonstrated reduced fractal dimensions in approximately half the patients
with frontal lobe epilepsy [24] and abnormal fractal dimensions in half patients with cryptogenic epilepsy [23], respectively.

2.3. Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple Sclerosis is a chronic inflammatory neurodegenerative disease caused by the destruction of myelin surrounding the neurons in the CNS. Compared to normal healthy subjects, patients with MS have been shown to have a significant decrease in white matter fractal dimension in both sections with MS lesions and sections with normal appearing white matter [45]. Conversely, one study of the fractal dimension of grey matter has shown that MS patients have a significant increase in grey matter fractal dimension compared to controls and such differences were apparent even in patients with first attacks of MS and patients with relapsing-remitting MS [46]. The difference in the structural changes in the white matter vs. grey matter suggests that different pathological processes are taking place. Moreover, these studies suggest that fractal dimensions might be a useful marker of diffuse damage even in its early stages.

The increase in grey matter fractal dimension seen in MS could be related to an increase in grey matter abnormalities, which has also been reported in grey matter fractal dimension analysis in schizophrenia [47]. In this study, schizophrenic patients had significantly larger fractal dimensions compared to healthy control subjects for whole brain volume and right hemisphere indicating differences in structural anomalies of the cortical folding.

2.4. Alzheimer’s

Alzheimer’s disease is a degenerative brain disease associated with dementia and is marked histologically by the degeneration of neurons in the cerebral cortex and the presence of neurofibrillary tangles and plaques containing beta-amyloid. Fractal studies of MRI in patients with Alzheimer’s disease have revealed decreased fractal dimensions compared to control subjects for the anterior tip of the temporal lobe, the mammillary bodies, the superior colliculus, the most posterior edge of the corpus callosum, the inferior colliculus, and mid thalamus [42]. A subsequent study demonstrated that fractal dimension of the cortical ribbon in mild Alzheimer’s patients was significantly different from that of the control subjects [48]. Of the brains used in this study it was found that atrophic changes that occur on the pial surface may either increase or decrease complexity—where changes in the pial surface that decrease folding decrease complexity and a changes that increase sulcal length increase complexity. The cortical ribbon was used to overcome the conflicting effects of the pial surface by inclusion of cortical thickness changes and structural changes at the grey/white matter junction. Overall these studies demonstrate the potential clinical application of cortical fractal dimensions as markers for structural changes that occur with Alzheimer’s disease.

2.5. Stroke

A stroke is caused by an interruption of blood flow to the brain due to a rupture or blockage of a blood vessel and which results in the death and damage of neurons in the brain. In the case of stroke, research has shown that white matter complexity decreases following stroke [49]. More specifically, white matter complexity was lower in the stroke-affected hemisphere where greater residual
complexity was associated with improved motor function of the upper extremity in patients with left-subcortical lesions and right-cortical lesions with a more robust association in patients with lesions in the right hemisphere. Thus, fractal dimension assessment of brain white matter structural complexity may serve as a sensitive measure of brain white matter reorganization following a stroke.

2.6. Cancer

Cancer is the result of genetically-induced cell dysregulation based on cancer-associated mutations. Fractal studies on images of malignant tissues have revealed an increase in fractal dimension in malignant vs normal tissue and an increase in fractal dimension/complexity with tumor grade in many different forms of cancer including brain [50,51], breast [52,53], cervical [52,54] and hepatocellular carcinomas [55]. These studies demonstrate the clinical potential of fractal analysis in the diagnosis and grading of malignant tumors. However, research on fractal dimension and vascular patterns in cancerous tumors have shown varied results. For instance, fractal studies on the microvasculature of grade II and grade III gliomas have demonstrated an increase in fractal dimension with tumor grade [50,51]. Furthermore, studies of hepatocellular carcinomas have shown an increase in the fractal dimension of vasculature structures in malignant tissue compared to normal tissue, where the vessels of primary tumors showed greater fractal dimension when compared with hepatic metastases [55]. Conversely, fractal studies have also demonstrated that the microvasculature in normal pituitary tissue is more complex than in benign pituitary adenomas [56] and correlates with earlier findings demonstrating reduced microvascular complexity in malignant PRL producing carcinomas vs. benign pituitary adenomas [57]. Hence, it may be that some pituitary tumors may progress via a non-angiogenic pathway, which has also been demonstrated in a subclass of primary non-small cell lung cancers and glioblastomas which progress without neo-vascularisation and are more clinically aggressive than angiogenic tumors [58–61]. Overall, the variation in fractal dimension of cancer cells/tumor structure and vasculature is reflective of the complex nature of cancer and is determined by a multitude of factors including the origin of the tumor and the microenvironment. However, more importantly these studies demonstrate the clinical value of fractal dimension and complexity in the characterization and diagnosis of cancer.

3. CNS Temporal Fractal Structure

As previously mentioned, the CNS also exhibits temporal fractal structures, as measured by EEG, which measures electrical activity along the scalp, measuring voltage fluctuations from current flows within the neurons of the brain. While a comprehensive discussion of the fractal-like properties of EEG, and their alteration in illness states is beyond the scope of this paper, here we simply highlight several findings demonstrating that change in fractal dimension is associated with a switch from healthy to pathological state or an increased severity of illness. For example, the fractal dimension (FD) of resting EEG recordings of Alzheimer’s patients was found to be lower than that of control subjects [62]. Ahmadlou et al. reported similar findings showing a high discrimination rate of Alzheimer’s patients based on a global FD average over all loci in the β EEG sub-band [63]. Gomez et al. found that the FD of magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings of 20 Alzheimer’s patients were statistically significantly lower in 71 out of 148 channels than in 21 elderly controls [64]. In contrast, epilepsy is
associated with increased fractal dimension of the EEG. Bullmore et al. demonstrated in epileptic patients that FD rapidly increased across several SEEG channels at ictal onset and that the severity of the seizures was related to the increase in FD [65]. Others used alternate fractal properties to detect epileptic seizures [66]. Brain complexity was shown to globally increase with age using correlation dimension on resting EEG data, with a big jump during maturation (7–25 years old) and a slower growth up to 60 years old [67]. Finally, linking heart rate dynamics to CNS injury, He et al. reported on 327 patients with right or left-sided stroke that the FD of heart rate variability (HRV) is related to the risk of death after stroke, showing that the lower the FD, the greater the risk of death [68]. While greater exploration is undoubtedly necessary, these observations support a link between spatial and temporal fracture structure, highlight how alterations in temporal fractal structures occur in association with illness, and last, how there may be a pattern of increase, followed by decrease in EEG fractal dimension over the span of a human life.

4. CNS Entropy Production

Entropy is a concept originally from physics whereas metabolism is born of chemistry and physiology, yet both are essential to life. Metabolism is defined as the sum of the physical and chemical processes in an organism necessary for the maintenance of life. Entropy production is defined as the dissipation of energy gradients within an organism and to its environment, and is also necessary for the maintenance of life. The fundamental thermodynamic relation states that entropy production (multiplied by temperature) equals the sum of change in internal energy (through chemical reactions) and work. As both work and chemical reactions lead to heat, the heat production of a biologic system is proportional to its entropy production. Heat production occurs from chemical energy release, during the breakdown of macromolecules to create high-energy compounds (e.g., adenosine triphosphate) either through oxygen metabolism (oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide and waste production) or to a lesser extent, glycolysis (glucose converted to pyruvate); nonetheless, both are present in the CNS. We inhale oxygen, which is transported to tissue mitochondria, where metabolism contributes to the breakdown of macromolecules (carbohydrates, lipids, proteins) to liberate high quality chemical energy that drive work, all leading to heat dissipation, and entropy production [13]. Without oxygen consumption and glycolysis, we cannot produce heat, release entropy to the environment, cannot maintain homeostatic order, and we perish in a matter of minutes.

This relationship is further supported by studies demonstrating that the respiration (oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production) in aquatic communities is closely related to entropy production, albeit they are measured in different units [13]. Thus, returning to the discussion of the CNS, we assert that CNS entropy production may be estimated by the burning of oxygen to carbon dioxide (measured for whole body as VO\textsubscript{2}), or glucose metabolism (measured in individual organs using fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (FDG)-PET imaging). While further study is needed to understand the limitations of using oxygen and glucose metabolism as proxy measures for entropy production, we nonetheless will begin to explore the relationship between these measures and aging and illness.

The brain has the most abundant energy metabolism in the human body. Although it accounts for only 2% of total body weight, the brain requires approximately 20% of the total oxygen supplied by the respiratory system and 25% of the total body glucose in the resting awake state [69,70]. In fact, glucose is now recognized as the predominant energy substrate for the brain under physiological
conditions [71] and in the resting awake state cerebral glucose metabolism is considered a reliable index of neural activity [72]. As a result of its marked energy consumption, the brain is vulnerable to impaired glucose metabolism and indeed both hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia have been shown to affect the CNS and more specifically cognitive function [73–76].

4.1. Aging

The study of entropy production over the course of a human life has been studied by Ichiro Aoki [77–79]. Aoki calculates entropy production related to dissipation of energy and mass to the environment, and finds the entropy change due to mass exchange to be negligible (~2%), leaving the bulk of entropy production relating to heat loss due to radiation and evaporation of water. Measurement of metabolic entropy production (equal to heat production due to metabolism divided by temperature) per unit surface area was then found to be equal to total entropy production of the human body per unit surface area [77]. Multiplying by surface area, Aoki and others have tracked the change in human entropy production over a lifespan, finding a rapid rise from birth to age 16–18, with a slow drop-off afterwards [77]. It is noteworthy that this rise (in childhood and adolescence) and fall (after early adulthood) in entropy production occurs in conjunction with rise and fall in VO2max tracked over a similar timeframe, used in sports medicine to evaluate overall level of cardiopulmonary fitness [80]. Moreover, studies have shown glucose metabolism, as measured by [18F] fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (FDG)-PET, declines with age with significant decreases detected in the frontal and temporal lobes with normal healthy aging [72,81,82]. These findings on glucose metabolism are consistent with studies on fractal structure changes in the brain with aging which indicate that white matter microstructural changes occur predominantly in the frontal lobes with normal aging [43].

4.2. Epilepsy

In epilepsy focal interictal hypometabolism has been found to correlate with seizure foci; however it is unknown whether the hypometabolism is the result of the effects of repeated seizures, a pathological process or an initial insult [83]. Moreover, hypometabolism is less likely in children with new onset of seizures and it is hypothesized that synaptic mechanisms rather than neuronal loss may contribute to the hypometabolism [83,84]. FDG-PET studies revealed that glucose hypometabolism is a sensitive marker for locating the epileptogenic region in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy; however, the temporal hypometabolism was not related to the severity of the hippocampal damage [85]. Hence, hypometabolism indicates areas of malfunction but may not reflect the degree of altered fractal structures occurring in the brain associated with epilepsy.

4.3. Multiple Sclerosis

In MS, hypometabolism is widespread including the cerebral cortex, subcortical nuclei, supratentorial white matter and infratentorial structures with the most dramatic reductions occurring in the superior mesial frontal cortex, superior dorsolateral frontal cortex, mesial occipital cortex, lateral occipital cortex, deep parietal white matter and pons [86,87]. In fact the severity of cerebral hypometabolism was found to be related to the number of relapses and suggests that the measurement of cerebral hypometabolism in MS has the potential to be a clinical marker for monitoring disease.
progression [88]. Moreover, reduced thalamic and cerebellar glucose metabolism was negatively correlated with total lesion volume [89]. Conversely, research has revealed regions of increased cerebral glucose metabolism in MS patients in both the parietal and frontal cortex, suggesting a cortical compensatory mechanism and regional cortical reorganization as these areas of higher metabolism were close to cortical areas of hypometabolism [89]. Like the MS fractal studies which demonstrate a decrease in white matter fractal dimension [45] and an increase grey matter fractal dimension [46], the metabolic studies are reflective of these results with concomitant increases and decreases in glucose metabolism, suggesting again a link between fractal structure and metabolism.

4.4. Alzheimer’s

In Alzheimer’s disease, cerebral glucose hypometabolism is an invariant pathophysiological feature and its occurrence precedes cognitive symptoms and pathological changes for years or even decades [90–94]. Alzheimer’s patients demonstrate reduced regional glucose metabolism in the posterior cingulate cortex and parieto-temporal lobe in the early stages spreading to the prefrontal cortex with disease progression [95–97]. This research correlates with fractal studies on Alzheimer’s patients demonstrating reduced fractal structures in the brain including regions of the temporal lobe [42] and suggests a possible link between glucose metabolism, fractal dimension and pathogenesis in Alzheimer’s disease.

4.5. Stroke

Stroke produces an area of focal damage and distant areas of reduced blood flow and metabolism known as diachisis. In fact, contralateral cerebellar hypometabolism is a well established remote functional effect of cerebral damage, where the value of cerebellar metabolic asymmetry has a positive correlation with neurological status and the size of the infarction [98,99]. Remote metabolic depression is the result of suppressed synaptic activity due to a direct or transneural disconnection and the mapping of these areas allows for identification of disrupted networks as a consequence of stroke. In a case study of a patient with stroke in the left cerebral hemisphere, hypometabolism in the contralateral cerebellum and as well as hypometabolism of the primary insult in the left cerebral hemisphere was demonstrated 20 years post-stroke [100]. Cases of ipsilateral cortical hypometabolism have also been reported suggesting widespread neural effects of focal brain lesions [98]. Early studies demonstrated a significant association between reduced ipsilateral cortical metabolism and the occurrence of aphasia or neglect following subcortical stroke [101,102]. Furthermore, studies have demonstrated that subcortical stroke produces global cerebral hypometabolism which has a negative correlation with cognitive function and clinical status of the patient [103]. Overall the loss of complexity and fractal dimension in the brain following stroke correlates with these metabolic studies, demonstrating a concomitant reduction in fractal dimension and cerebral metabolism as a consequence of stroke.

4.6. Cancer

Most cancers including gliomas, CNS lymphomas and pituitary lesions are hypermetabolic with a high rate of glycolysis quantifiable by $^{18}$F-FDG PET [104–109]. In fact $^{18}$F-FDG has been the choice tracer for oncologic PET imaging despite its high uptake in normal grey matter [110,111]. $^{18}$F-FDG
studies reveal a positive correlation between glucose metabolism and degree of malignancy in primary cerebral tumors [112–114] and CNS lymphomas [104,105]. Moreover, studies have demonstrated a negative correlation between tumor hypermetabolism and prognosis/survival [104,105,114–116]. Other principal challengers of $^{18}$F-FDG include radiolabeled nucleosides (e.g., deoxy-$^{18}$F-fluorothymidine) which assess cellular proliferation and positron labeled amino acid analogs including $^{11}$C-methionine and $^{18}$F-fluorethyl-L-tyrosine, which participate in the increased protein metabolism of glioma cells and provide information on cellular proliferation [111,117]. Advantages of such tracers include lower background activity in normal brain tissue and improved detection of low-grade tumors [111,118–120]. In relation to fractal dimension, the hypermetabolism of cancer cells corresponds to the increase in fractal dimension in malignant tissue and with tumor grade in many different forms of cancer including brain [50,51], breast [52,53], cervical [52,54] and hepatocellular carcinomas [55]; and also corresponds to the increase in fractal dimension of tumor vasculature as seen in gliomas [50,51] and hepatocellular carcinomas [55].

5. Discussion

Based on research within the CNS, we observe that increased fractal dimension in spatial structure is associated with increased entropy production, as measured by metabolism (see Table 1 for a summary). In brief, fractal dimension within the CNS increases with childhood and adolescence, and then decreases in association with age, [44] which parallels the rise and fall in entropy production over the same time frames [77] as well as the decrease in glucose metabolism with age [72,81,82]. Moreover, fractal studies have demonstrated a decrease in fractal dimension of the CNS with illness (i.e., Alzheimer’s [42], epilepsy [23,24], MS [45], stroke [49]) which correlates with metabolic studies demonstrating a decline in glucose metabolism with illness [83,85,88,90–97,101–103]. Conversely, there are diseases which demonstrate an increase in fractal dimension including cancer [50–55] and grey matter structural changes in MS [46]. Of significance, these diseases which demonstrate an increase in fractal dimension also demonstrate an increase in glucose metabolism. Overall these findings suggest a possible link between fractal structure and metabolism, and in general, support the association between network structure and function.

The association between network structure and function is by no means new, and has been recently reviewed by Suki, focusing on the emergence of life, genetic function, cells, and consciousness [121]. Suki proposes that phase transitions in structure enable phase transitions in function. Suki suggests that as network structure goes from sparsely connected to highly connected, there is a step-like, sigmoidal phase transition with a period of rapid increase in function, with a small change in network structure. Others, such as Maynard Smith and Szathmary [122,123], Macklem [124,125] have also highlighted the importance of transitions or phase transitions during evolution and the emergence of life, respectively. Here we highlight the role of fractals within the discussion of networks, function and phase transitions, noting that fractals are ubiquitously associated with phase transitions that involve dissipation of energy gradients.

Why do fractal structures and entropy production occur spontaneously in nature, during embryogenesis or plant growth, or adventuring beyond biology, during formation of river deltas, coastlines, mountain ranges, clouds, and so much more? The answer may have to do with the principle of maximum entropy production (MEP). The second law states that energy gradients will spontaneously
disperse leading to an overall increase in entropy (i.e., law of increasing entropy); however, the MEP principle advances this theory in a subtle, yet critical fashion: energy dissipation will not only occur spontaneously but also will do so in the most efficient way possible. Heat flow will take the path of least resistance. Water on the top of a hill will naturally find the most efficient way to get from the top to the bottom. As articulated by Swenson, a “system will select the path or assembly of paths out of otherwise available paths that minimizes the [energy] potential or maximizes the entropy at the fastest rate given the constraints” [126]. However, as with water flowing down a hill, there is inherent stochasticity and chaotic dynamics. Thus, as with the second law, the MEP principle predicts probabilities, not certainties. Dewar has articulated a derivation of the MEP principle, expanding on work done by Edwin T Jaynes (1922–1998) regarding Shannon entropy [127]. As mentioned by Dewar, the MEP principle predicts reproducible (i.e., the most probable) behaviour under the systems constraints [128]. The MEP principle has been applied widely, in particular in relation to atmospheric science, ocean circulation, ecology, the study of turbulence, and photosynthesis [129]. Dewar has shown that maximizing entropy production unifies multiple plant optimization theories that explain plant and ecosystem functioning [130] and the MEP principle may offer a general objective function for biological systems [131]. We have hypothesized that the spontaneous self-organization of fractal structures in time and space (e.g., lightning, coastlines, embryogenesis) occurs principally because those structures optimize their ability to dissipate energy gradients and thus produce entropy [14]. If this is true, self-organizing fractals and entropy production are not only ubiquitous but inextricably bound to each other.

Table 1. Changes in CNS Fractal Dimension and Entropy with Disease and Aging. Abbreviations: ↓ decreased; ↑ increased; ⇔ is associated with/related to; FD fractal dimension (SEE REFERENCES).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>Fractal Dimension (FD)</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aging</strong></td>
<td>↑ FD of the cortex early in fetal life and childhood into adulthood [39–41]</td>
<td>↑ human entropy production from birth to age 18 [77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓ FD of the cortex and white matter in late adulthood [28,42,43]</td>
<td>↓ human entropy production after early adulthood [77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑ and ↓ entropy production correlates with ↑ and ↓ in VO₂max in childhood and early adulthood, respectively [80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>↑ entropy production—decreased glucose metabolism in frontal and temporal lobes with normal healthy aging [72,81,82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epilepsy</strong></td>
<td>↓ FD of white matter in half the patients with frontal lobe epilepsy [24]</td>
<td>↓ entropy production –interictal glucose hypometabolism correlates with epileptogenic region [83,85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abnormal FD of the cortex in half the patients with cryptogenic epilepsy [23]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>Fractal Dimension (FD)</td>
<td>Entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple Sclerosis</strong></td>
<td>FD of white matter containing MS lesions and normal appearing white matter [45]</td>
<td>entropy production—glucose hypometabolism of the cerebral cortex, subcortical nuclei, supratentorial white matter, infratentorial structures, superior mesial frontal cortex, superior dorsolateral frontal cortex, mesial occipital cortex, lateral occipital cortex, deep parietal white matter and pons [86,87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FD of grey matter [46]</td>
<td>entropy production—increased cerebral glucose metabolism in the parietal and frontal cortex located close to areas of hypometabolism [89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alzheimer’s</strong></td>
<td>FD of anterior tip of the temporal lobe, mammillary bodies, superior colliculus, posterior edge of the corpus callosum, inferior colliculus and midthalamus [42]</td>
<td>entropy production—cerebral glucose hypometabolism including the posterior cingulate cortex, parieto-temporal lobe and prefrontal cortex [90–97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FD of cortical ribbon significantly different from control subjects [48]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stroke</strong></td>
<td>FD of white matter in stroke-affected hemisphere [49]</td>
<td>entropy production—contralateral cerebellar hypometabolism [98–100], hypometabolism of primary insult [100], ipsilateral cortical hypometabolism [98,101,102], global cerebral hypometabolism [103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral cerebellar hypometabolism ⇔ size of infarction [98,99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ipsilateral cortical hypometabolism ⇔ occurrence of aphasia/neglect [101,102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Global cerebral hypometabolism ⇔ cognitive function and clinical status [103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cancer</strong></td>
<td>FD of tumor microvasculature of gliomas [50,51]</td>
<td>entropy production—glucose hypermetabolism in gliomas, CNS lymphomas and pituitary lesions [104–109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FD of tumor microvasculature of benign pituitary adenomas [56] and malignant PRL producing carcinomas [57]</td>
<td>Tumor hypermetabolism ⇔ prognosis/survival [104,105,114–116]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There would be numerous ways to test the hypothetical link between self-organizing fractal structure and entropy production within the CNS. During embryogenesis, are there metabolic, energy, and/or chemical gradients that accompany the formation of fractal structures? If one experimentally
eliminates those gradients, is there a resultant alteration of fractal structure? In physical structures such as fluids, does the appearance of a self-organized fractal whirlpool increase the rate at which water is drained from a bathtub? Does the elimination of the whirlpool reduce the rate at which water is draining? There would be multiple means to test these hypotheses. The application of entropy production to turbulence, a chaotic fractal structure associated with diffusivity and dissipation, would merit investigation, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

There is yet a further avenue for exploration that has not been yet addressed nor could be fully developed in this paper. As discussed above, Aoki has calculated the entropy production due to mass and energy dissipation in humans, and found that increases occur in the first two decades of life, with slow decline thereafter [77]. However Anokhin demonstrated that EEG fractal dimension continues to increase up to age 60 or so [67]. Is it possible that the CNS is performing another means to produce entropy other than mass and energy dispersal? What flows through the CNS almost as continuously as oxygen? Information! Information as energy and mass is not a new idea. According to Duncan and Semura [132,133], the Second Law may be formulated in terms of increase in entropy being equivalent to a loss of information (i.e., classical information). This work again builds on that of E.T. Jaynes [134,135]. Here, loss of information paradoxically means gaining insight through synthesizing and summarizing, reducing the total amount of communication needed to convey the information. In other words, the extraordinarily important means by which the CNS may be producing entropy, long after fractal vascular networks and brain growth have been optimized during growth and development, is by reducing information, by doing what the CNS loves to do, synthesizing, organizing, classifying, all reducing information. Indeed, this paper might be considered an act of entropy production. Indeed, one might consider that all papers that distil literature into guidelines or summaries, or find truth in new equations, are acts of entropy production through loss of required information to convey the underlying message. Thus, it may be that tracking entropy production over a human life requires the calculation of entropy production due to the dissipation of mass and energy, as well as entropy production due to the loss of information. The controversy regarding whether entropy is equivalent to energy dispersal or to information [136] might be resolved by noting that they are independent. In other words, change in entropy = $\Delta S = \Delta S(\text{mass}) + \Delta S(\text{energy}) + \Delta S(\text{information})$. Clearly, the discussion of loss of information as an entropy producing function of the CNS or in general requires a much broader investigation. Nonetheless, the mention of informational entropy helps complete this exploratory discussion and merits further scrutiny.

Numerous other questions remain unanswered. What are the necessary conditions for maximum entropy production to lead to spontaneous formation of fractal structures? While non-linearity, potential for cascade behavior, and some element of randomness appear necessary, what else is necessary? As mentioned, the understanding of transition from laminar to turbulent flow may help shed light on this question. The importance of a stable high-quality energy supply is critical to energy dissipation and entropy production in general. Of fundamental importance to clinical science, how might the understanding regarding the association between fractals and entropy production improve care? What leads to the peak and then decreased entropy production during aging? If informational entropy production is included, when does the peak over one’s life occur? Does exercise preserve cardiovascular and pulmonary fractal structures, and thus helps preserve maximal oxygen metabolism? As reviewed above within the CNS, cancer appears to be associated with both augmented entropy
production and fractal dimension, leading to harm to the host system, often due to overconsumption of energy substrate [50–55,104–109,112–116]. There is evidence that reducing glucose intake may help reduce progression of cancer, but is not a widely practiced [137–139]. Perhaps most importantly, what determines the level of fractal dimension and entropy production within tissue? Health is associated with a characteristic level, whereas cancer and illness may represent increased or decreased levels, respectively. Innumerable potential clinical applications remain to be discovered, elucidated, evaluated, and trialed.

There are several limitations relevant to this discussion. The collection of literature is neither systematic nor comprehensive. The ideas are exploratory, and will need refinement or debunking. The papers cited in this review and analysis represents a smattering of literature, and it is likely that many papers have been inadvertently omitted from the list of references. The detailed relationship between glucose metabolism, oxygen consumption, and entropy production require greater study in multiple scenarios, physiologic and pathologic. Systemic infection, hyperthyroidism and exercise all would appear to increase oxygen consumption, metabolism, and entropy production, yet need to be distinguished as they are vastly different. Indeed, few papers have attempted to document a means to measure human entropy production. These and other areas identified throughout the manuscript require further exploration. Nonetheless, we believe it is important to link physiology to non-equilibrium thermodynamics, as life requires both.

6. Conclusions

The goal of this discussion was to explore two traditionally distinct concepts, and apply them to the remarkably complex central nervous system. We observe that there are fractal structures ubiquitously present in time and space in association with the CNS, that there appears to be a link between increased and decreased spatial fractal structure, and increased and decreased entropy production, as measured by glucose uptake. We have hypothesized that the spontaneous appearance of fractal structures occurs principally because fractals are more efficient at dissipating energy gradients, leading to increased entropy production. We hypothesize that human entropy production consists of entropy produced related to mass and energy dispersal, and related to loss of information. Experiments to prove or disprove these hypotheses remain to be performed, with the understanding of limitations, and necessary conditions. The scientific and clinical implications of this work merit further investigation.
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